TECHNICAL DATASHEET

STALOC POWER FOAM
SQ-250

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
STALOC power foam releases and removes contamination like silicone, insects, oil and grease. In the automotive industry the
product is used for windows, windshields, chrome parts, headlights, painted surfaces, etc. The product can be used for camping
applications and household applications, e.g. mirrors, tiles, floors, etc.
STALOC power foam is also suitable for the quick cleaning of screens, keyboards or other office devices.


cleans quickly



does not harm rubber or painted surfaces



suitable for plexiglass



test on polyamide and polycarbonate surfaces

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Recommended application – further information can be found in the material safety data sheet.
Shake well before use. Spray evenly onto the surface that needs to be cleaned. Provide for a short penetration time.
Subsequently, wipe the surface with a clean cloth.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Mild foam cleaner with high concentration of cleaning agents. Contains anionic surfactants, solvents, perfume and additives in
low concentration. Quick-acting. Does not harm rubber or painted surfaces. Suitable for acrylic glass.
Test on polyamide and polycarbonate before use.
Contents according to the detergents regulation:
 5% - 15% aliphatic hydrocarbons,
 < 5% anionic surfactants, perfume (d-limonene)

SAFETY INFORMATION
Please send your request for the latest version of the material safety data sheet (MSDS).

PACKAGING / VOLUME
500 ml 650 3e à 12 pcs. per box
The information and data in this document are for information purposes only. STALOC cannot take responsibility for the results obtained by a third
party, whose methods are not under STALOC control. The determination of the suitability for the user's purpose of any STALOC product is the
responsibility of the client. Consequently, STALOC recommends testing of the products before using it for a series application. Moreover, it is the
responsibility of the customer to ensure a safe environment for the user. STALOC therefore disclaims all warranties expressed or implied,
including warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, arising from sale or use of STALOC products. STALOC cannot be held
liable for any consequential or incidental damage resulting from the use of a STALOC product, including lost profits or damages of any other kind.
Products or processes mentioned herein might be subject to released or pending patents or licences.
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